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Overview 

As all New Yorkers know, the rising seas, super storms, and heat waves of climate change pose 

an existential threat to New York City. 350NYC is a group of climate activists, committed to responding 

to this threat by reducing NYC’s contributions to climate disaster. 350NYC is the local affiliate of 350.org, 

a global movement of climate activists with volunteers in 188 countries. 350NYC has three priorities for 

the 2013 election: increasing renewable energy use and energy efficiency, opposing destructive fossil 

fuel production practices such as hydrofracking, and above all, the divestment of New York City’s 

pension funds from fossil fuel companies.  

New York City’s pension system has billions of dollars invested in fossil fuel companies.  Returns 

from these divestments are dwarfed by the climate destruction wrought by these companies--Hurricane 

Sandy alone cost over $19B in damages and necessitated a climate adaptation effort of over $19B.  

 Divestment from fossil fuel companies is an economic necessity.  The worth of a fossil fuel 

company is directly tied to its reserves, the amount of fossil fuel that it intends to burn.  However, the 

reserves of fossil fuel companies are five times greater than what the world can safely burn and limit 

warming to 2 degrees Celsius, the “safe” amount of global warming.  Assessing the fossil fuel companies 

at full value necessitates a scorched and dead planet.  Shareholder resolutions do not offer a solution—

the problem lies in the business model of fossil fuel companies.  New York City cannot continue to invest 

in companies whose operation creates an existential hazard for the city.  350NYC is calling for New York 

City to freeze all of its investments in fossil fuels immediately and divest over the next five years.  

Divestment goes hand in hand with the other tools of emissions reduction.  The next group of 

elected officials will oversee the extension and implementation of PLANYC out to 2050, following the 

IPCC goal of an 80% reduction of carbon emissions.  The increasing affordability and scalability of 

renewable energy present New York with the opportunity to build up its renewable infrastructure, 

especially solar and offshore wind.  We have a historic opportunity to turn our back on fossil fuels, reject 

the destructive infrastructure of the past, and embrace a clean energy future for all   

The 2013 elections are crucial for NYC’s environmental priorities.  We ask that you fill out this 

questionnaire and return it to us at 350nyc.elections@gmail.com by July 24th. This questionnaire was 

produced in partnership with Occupy the Pipeline, CUNY Divest, Coalition against the Rockaway Pipeline, 

United for Action, and Sane Energy Project. 350NYC and its partners may choose to make endorsements 

based on your responses. 350NYC reserves the right to publish all or any of these responses, and to 

disclose any non-response.  

 

Candidate Name: Carlos Sierra. Candidate for City Council District 16. Bronx, NY.    

 

Campaign Manager: Andrew Lisko/ 914-482-2082 

 

Press Secretary: Lennin Reyes  
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Campaign Address: Mailing Address: SIERRA 2013 P.O. Box 263 Bronx, NY 10457  

Campaign Phone: 347-913-6050 

Campaign e-mail: info@votesierra.com  

 

 

Please answer these questions as completely and concretely as possible: 

 

Addressing Climate Change 

350NYC is calling on the New York City Pension Fund to divest from fossil fuels.  Major cities like Seattle, 

San Francisco, Providence, and Madison have committed to divest their pension funds from fossil fuels. 

If elected, would you divest NYC’s pension funds from fossil fuel companies?  Why or why not?  How 

would you go about doing this?  

Answer: I would freeze all new investments. I cannot commit to divest without knowing more about the 

impact it would have on all players. I can say that I understand the motivation and think it is a “simple” 

but creative way to steer public funds away from harmful practices. I think we can all agree this is 

environmentally responsible, but I would want to know about the short term/immediate economic 

impact.  

If you do not think that NYC should divest from fossil fuel companies, is it because you believe that 

shareholder resolutions offer the best opportunity for changing the fossil fuel industry?  Please give an 

example of how NYC has used shareholder resolutions to change the fossil fuel industry. 

Answer: Shareholder resolutions will not solve our problems. Shareholder resolutions can be a great 

thing and I know that there are groups out there who have had success in nudging companies toward 

more environmentally responsibly policy/action. However, I would not want to leave the responsibility 

of public officials to the good will of shareholders. As I stated above I just cannot commit to something 

like this without knowing its full impact. As an ideal I support it 100%, as policy I need to know a bit 

more.  As a Councilman I will take the time to get things right.  

PLANYC aims to reduce New York City’s greenhouse gas emissions 30% by 2030. The next phase of the 

plan calls for 80% reductions by 2050.  Which specific policies do you have for each of the primary 

sectors that cause greenhouse gas emissions (buildings, transport, energy production etc.)?  

Answer: I want to green NYC buildings and roofs. I want to do this through mixed incentives as well as 

mandates. My biggest challenge to reduce greenhouse gases comes from the Cross Bronx Expressway. A 

small stretch which runs through my District and surrounding areas is the cause of immense damage to 

both our environment and our community. My District has the highest asthma rates in the City. My son 

suffers from asthma as do so many of the children whose lungs have developed under the stress of 

carbon dioxide. The Cross Bronx is a parking lot…from the hours of about 7am-11pm in the summer. Me 

and my team constantly think outside the box on this issue. We have developed an idea to create the 
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first “green” transportation corridor. The “green corridor” will be a stretch of the Cross Bronx which will 

receive heightened funding and attention in regards to environmental crimes. Strict enforcement of 

emission laws and possibly even an educational component. I want to speak about idling laws as 

well…while they are great they are not enforced, and on the Cross Bronx we have a constant idling but 

since it is a highway we do not expect people to turn off their engines. What we are exploring is the 

possibility of “engine off” zones. What we would basically do is create railroad like crossing on the Cross 

Bronx. When traffic becomes so heavy that it is at a standstill we would basically lower the arms of the 

crossing to stop the flow of traffic and we would enforce shutting the engines off. Once there was a 

clearance again we would let traffic flow freely again. The issue is on a hot summer day people would 

not have air conditioning in their cars or other reasons why this may not be feasible. But it’s an idea, 

there is no reason that we should have the situation we currently have which is just a big pollution zone. 

I am ready to place all options on the table and I feel that this must be a priority and long term 

investment. We must find new creative solutions.  

 Extreme Energy 

Do you support a statewide ban on hydrofracking? Why or why not? How will you use your position to 

resist hydrofracking?  

Answer: At this time yes. We have seen the results of hydrofracking in Pennsylvania and other states 

and at this time the risk is far greater than any “reward.” I will use my position to educate others about 

the risks our watershed and well-being face if hydrofracking is allowed. I will coalition build. 

There are currently 23 natural gas infrastructure projects planned for New York State. The industry 

prefers for such infrastructure to be in place prior to drilling. Do you support or oppose the expansion 

of infrastructure that supports fracking? What is your position on local NYC projects such as the Liberty 

LNG port, the Spectra and Rockaway pipelines? 

Answer: My position is that this is New York City and New York State if those companies want to do 

business they are going to have to do it our way and our way is that polluting the watershed and 

harming our environment is not acceptable under any conditions.  

Do you find it problematic that current City and Con Ed programs incentivize gas boiler conversions 

when sustainable alternatives are cheaper and better for local air quality? 

Answer: I was unaware of cheaper alternatives. Yes, I do find it problematic.  

Are you aware that radon levels in New York's gas supply could rise with increased use of Marcellus 

Shale via new pipelines?  "Will you support legislation in the state assembly and senate (A6863/S09421) 

that requires monitoring and mitigation of radon in municipal gas supplies? 

Answer: I will not be in the State House but I believe I would support this legislation.  

 

Renewable Energy 

New York has many natural resources such as hydroelectric and wind power. Hence, NYC’s electricity 

generation generates much less carbon dioxide than most places. However, the actual amount of 

distributed generation solar power in NYC is pitifully small—PLANYC 2011 sees us with a mere 60 
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megawatts of solar in Con Edison’s service area by 2017. California and Germany add multiples of this 

number every month. How would you change this? What would you do to make solar power more 

accessible and ubiquitous? Specifically, what policies can the city implement to achieve this goal (cut red 

tape, feed in tariffs, etc.) How many megawatts would you aim for by the end of your first term? 

Answer: I am not well informed on the appropriate levels and deliverables. What I can tell you is it is 

about making things a priority. I am someone who thinks big and I believe that green infrastructure is an 

assured way to get our people working in good paying, living wage jobs. EVEN if all that hard work does 

not reverse the dramatic effect which we are already seeing from climate change we MUST try and it 

cannot hurt us to make those investments. I want to be part of a City Council that delivers New York City 

into the future…we do lag behind California and Germany in many areas and I don’t find that to be 

alright. I feel that we must do whatever it takes to build the next generation of infrastructure across the 

board. That should include green energy in a big way.  

Offshore wind represents a potential energy bonanza for the city. What can city officials do to realize 

this promise?  

Answer: City officials can plan and make it happen. We must invest and use capital funding to make this 

a priority.   


